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Ž .Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group such that D G is torsion-free abelian and
K a field. Denote by S a multiplicatively closed set of non-zero central elements of
w xK G ; if K is an absolute field assume that S contains an element not in K. Our
w xmain result is when the localization K G is a primitive ring. This turns out to beS
Ž . ² y1: Ž .equivalent to the following three conditions: 1 A s K S, S is a G-domain, 2
Ž Ž w x. Ž .. Ž . Ž w x .Q ZK G : Q A is finite, and 3 J K G s 0. In case G is not abelian-by-S
Ž .finite, condition 3 is not needed. An immediate consequence is the following. Let
Ž .K be a field; in case K is an absolute field assume that D G / 1. Then
w xK G is a primitive ring. In the final section a class of examples is con -Z K wG x
structed. Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Unless explicitly mentioned all groups G are polycyclic-by-finite such
Ž . w xthat D G is torsion-free abelian. In this case the group algebra K G is a
Ž w x.prime Noetherian ring see, e.g., P1 . This type of algebra is often
Ž .compared with a universal enveloping algebra U L of a finite dimensional
w xLie algebra over a field of characteristic zero. In OW we studied when a
Ž . Ž .localization U L of U L at a multiplicatively closed set of semi-in-S
variants S is primitive. We consider the same question for a group algebra
w xK G with the restrictions on K and G as mentioned before. Let S be a
w x Ž .multiplicatively closed set of semi-invariants of K G . Denote by L G the
w x < Ž . <set of weights which is a finite group in this case W , say L G s n.
 n < 4Denote T s s s g S . Obviously T is a multiplicatively closed set of
w x w xcentral elements and K G s K G . Therefore we can assume that S isS T
w xa subset of the centre of K G . The basic reason for the extra condition on
448
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Ž Ž ..S}mentioned in the Abstract} and therefore also on D G in case K is
w x w xan absolute field is the following theorem R . A group algebra K G
where G is a polycyclic-by-finite group is a primitive ring if and only if
Ž .G s 1 if K is absolute and D G s 1 if K is non-absolute. Note that a
field K is said to be absolute if K is algebraic over a finite field.
The proof of the main result heavily depends on the following results;
we formulate them explicitly to improve the readability of this paper.
Ž .1 Let S be a finitely generated extension of a subring R with
generators x , . . . , x . Then S is called an almost normalizing extension of1 n
R if for all i, j Rx q R s x R q R and x x y x x g Ýn x R q R. Ai i i j j i fs1 f
K-algebra S is said to be constructible from a subalgebra R if it can be
obtained from R by a finite number of extensions, each being either an
almost normalizing extension or a finite module extension. S is called a
constructible K-algebra if R s K.
w xConcerning MR, Theorems 9.4.20 and 9.3.10 , let R be a constructible
K-algebra over a commutative ring K. Then R is generically flat at all
prime ideals of K. Moreover if P is a primitive ideal of R, then P l K is
a G-ideal of K.
Ž . w x2 Concerning I, Theorem 7.1 , let A be a G-domain with field of
fractions K and let G be polycyclic-by-finite. If P is a primitive ideal of
w x q Ž q  <K G such that GrP is not abelian-by-finite where P s g g G g y 1
4. w x w xg P , then P l A G is a primitive ideal of A G .
Ž . w x3 Concerning LP, Theorem 5.2 , let G be polycyclic-by-finite, K a
w xnon-absolute field, and P a prime ideal of K G . Then P is primitive if
Ž Ž Ž w x .. .and only if Z Q K G rP : K is finite.cl
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. LEMMA. Let R be a prime ring and N the set of non-zero normal
elements of R. If R is left primiti¤e, then e¤ery ring A such that R ; A ; RN
is also left primiti¤e.
w xProof. See OW, Lemma 1.2 .
w x  42.2. Remark. If S is a multiplicatively closed subset of ZK G R 0 ,
denote
² y1: < y1A s K S, S s k ¤ ; i k g K ¤ g SSÝ i i i i½ 5
i
y1s s k t ; i k g K s, t g SÝ i i i iž /½ 5
i
w xwhich is obviously a subring of the field of quotients of ZK G .
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w x w x w x w xThen K G s K G ? A s A ? K G ( A G rP for some prime ideal PS
w xof A G by the obvious epimorphism
c
w x w x w xA G ( A m K G “ A ? K G : a m a ‹ aa .K
Denote by F the field of fractions of A. The map c clearly extends to
w
w x w x w xF G ( F m K G “ F ? K GK
< w xand w s c . Let P9 s ker w. Then P9 l A G s P. In particularAmK wG x
w x w xA G rP ¤ F G rP9.
w x w xIf S is a subring of ZK G , we denote the localization K G simplyS R 04
w xby K G .S
Ž . w x2.3. LEMMA. Let S resp. S9 be subrings of ZK G with field of fractions
Ž .F resp. F9 such that S ; S9. If F9 is an algebraic extension of F, then
w x w xK G s K G .S S9
w x w xProof. It suffices to prove that K G is contained in K G . LetS9 S
s g S9 and thus s g F9. Since F9 is algebraic over F there exists a positive
Ž . n ny1integer n and 0 / a , a , . . . , a g F such that s q a s0 1 ny1 ny1
ny1 ny2 w xq ??? qa s q a s 0. Denote t s s q a s q ??? qa g K G .1 0 ny1 1
y1 y1 w x w xThen s s ya t g K G ? F s K G .0 S
w x3. A SPECIAL CASE: S IS A SUBRING OF ZK G
We start with the following observation. Let G be an arbitrary group
Ž . Ž .not necessarily polycyclic-by-finite such that D G is torsion-free abelian.
w xAssume that K is an absolute field. Let S be a subring of ZK G
Ž .containing an element not in K. Denote by F s Q S , the field of
y1 Ž w x.fractions of S. Let a g F R K. Write a s b g where b , g g S ; K D .
Define H to be the group generated by supp b and supp g . Note that
Ž .H ; D G . So H is a finitely generated free abelian group. In particular
Ž w x. Ž w x.Q K H is a pure transcendental extension of K. Since a g Q K H by
construction of H and a f K by assumption this shows that F is not
algebraic over K. In particular F is a non-absolute field.
w x3.1. PROPOSITION. Let S be a subring of ZK G . In case K is absolute,
assume that S contains an element not in K. The following conditions are
equi¤alent:
Ž . w x1 K G is a primiti¤e ring;S
Ž . Ž Ž w x. Ž ..2 Q ZK G : Q S is finite;
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Ž . w x w x3 K G s K G .S Z K wG x
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 m 2 . Denote the field of fractions of the domain S by F.
w x w x w xAs mentioned in Remark 2.2, K G s K G ? F ( F G rP for someS
w xprime ideal P of F G . By the assumption on S and the foregoing
observation F is a non-absolute field. So the result of M. Lorenz and D. S.
w x w xPassman LP, Theorem 5.2 implies that P is a primitive ideal of F G
Ž Ž Ž w x .. . w x w xif and only if Z Q F G rP : F is finite. But F G rP ( K G andcl S
Ž w x . Ž w x . Ž w x. w xthus Q F G rP ( Q K G s Q K G . By P1, Theorem 4.4.5 ,cl c l S cl
Ž Ž w x.. Ž Ž w x.. Ž .Z Q K G ( Q Z K G . Since F s Q S , the result follows.cl cl
Ž . Ž .2 « 3 . This follows from Lemma 2.3.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .3 « 1 . By using the fact that 1 m 2 this is obvious.
3.2. COROLLARY. Let K be a field; in case K is an absolute field assume
Ž . w xthat D G / 1. Then K G is a primiti¤e ring.Z K wG x
w xProposition 3.1 also shows that the only localization K G which isS
w x w xprimitive and S is a subring of ZK G is K G itself.Z K wG x
w xIf S is a multiplicatively closed subset of ZK G , define the saturation
Ž .  w x < w x4 Ž .of S as Sat S s t g ZK G tt9 g S for some t9 g ZK G . Clearly Sat S
Ž .is also multiplicatively closed. Proposition 3.1 3 implies
w x3.3. COROLLARY. If S is a subring of ZK G , and S contains an element
w xnot in K in case K is an absolute field, then K G is primiti¤e if and only ifS
Ž . w xSat S s ZK G .
4. THE MAIN THEOREM
We first need a result on G-rings. Recall that a prime ring R is called a
G-ring if the intersection of the non-zero prime ideals of R is non-zero. A
prime ideal P of R is a G-ideal if RrP is a G-ring. If every non-zero ideal
of a prime ring R contains a non-zero normal element then R is a G-ring
if and only if the localization R is a simple ring for some non-zero normalc
element c of R. In particular a commutative domain A is a G-ring
precisely when A is the field of fractions of A for some non-zero elementc
c in A. We say that a ring R is a Formanek ring if every non-zero ideal
contains a non-zero central element. Classical examples are semiprime
Ž w x.P.I.-rings see, e.g., P1, Theorem 5.4.9 , universal enveloping algebras of
w xnilpotent or semisimple Lie algebras D , and group algebras of finitely
w xgenerated nilpotent-by-finite groups LP, Proposition 5.4 .
w x4.1. PROPOSITION. Let K G be a prime Formanek ring. Let S be a
w x  4multiplicati¤ely closed subset of ZK G R 0 ; assume that S contains an
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element not in K if K is an absolute field. If
Ž . ² y1:1 A s K S, S is a G-domain;
Ž . Ž Ž w x. Ž ..2 Q ZK G : Q A is finite;
w xthen K G is a G-ring.S
 < 4Proof. Let S9 s Ý k s for all i k g K, s g S . By construction S9 isi i i i i
w x Ž . Ž . w xa subring of ZK G containing S and clearly Q S9 s Q A and K G S9
w x w xs K G Q A . If K is an absolute field, the condition on S extends to S9.
w x w xUsing Proposition 3.1 we obtain that K G s K G which is aS9 Z K wG x
w xsimple ring}and thus a G-ring}because K G is a Formanek ring. On
Ž .the other hand A is a G-domain and thus A s Q A for some non-zerof
f g A. In particular
w xK GŽ . fS
w x w x w x w x w xs K G A s K G A s K G Q A s K G s K GŽ .Ž . w xf Z K GS9f
w x w xis a G-ring. By OW, Lemma 1.3 , K G is a G-ring.S
Ž .4.2. THEOREM. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group such that D G is
torsion-free abelian, K a field. Let S be a multiplicati¤ely closed subset of
w x  4ZK G R 0 ; assume that S contains an element not in K if K is an absolute
field.
w xThen K G is primiti¤e if and only if the following three conditions hold:S
Ž . ² y1:1 A s K S, S is a G-domain;
Ž . Ž Ž w x. Ž ..2 Q ZK G : Q A is finite;
Ž . Ž w x .3 J K G s 0.S
Ž w xIn case G is not abelian-by-finite this is equi¤alent to K G is not a
Ž . Ž . Ž . wprime P. I.-ring since D G is torsion-free abelian and by P1, Lemma
x. Ž .5.1.11 and Theorem 5.2.14 , then condition 3 is not needed.
Ž . w x Ž .Proof. « If K G is primitive then 3 is trivially satisfied. SinceS
w x w xK G s K G ? A where G is polycyclic-by-finite and A commutes with GS
w x w xit follows that K G s K G ? A is a constructible A-algebra in the senseS
w x w xof MR . By MR, Theorems 9.3.10 and 9.4.20 , A is a G-domain which
Ž .proves 1 .
As in the proof of Proposition 4.1 construct the K-algebra S9 generated
by S, i.e., S9 consists of all finite sums of the form Ý k s where k g Ki i i i
Ž . Ž .and s g S for all i; note that Q S9 s Q A which we will simply denotei
w x w x w xby F. The obvious inclusions K G ; K G ; K G imply thatS S9 Z K wG x
w xK G is also primitive by assumption and by Lemma 2.1. Proposition 3.1S9
Ž Ž w x. Ž ..implies immediately that Q ZK G : Q A is finite.
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Ž . w x¥ Suppose first that G is abelian-by-finite. Clearly K G is a prime
Ž . Ž . w xP.I.-ring. By 1 and 2 , Proposition 4.1 implies that K G is a G-ring. InS
particular the intersection of all non-zero primitive ideals is non-zero.
Ž w x . w xSince J K G s 0 it follows that K G is primitive.S S
Suppose now that G is not abelian-by-finite. As in the first part of the
 < 4 Ž . Ž .proof, let S9 s Ý k s ; i k g K, s g S so that Q S9 s Q A , againi i i i i
w xdenoted by F. Then Proposition 3.1 implies that K G is primitive.S9
w x w x w x w xWrite K G s K G ? F ( F G rP9, so P9 is a primitive ideal of F G .S9
w x w x w xIn the same way write K G s K G ? A ( A G rP. As noted in RemarkS
w x2.2, P9 l A G s P. Moreover P s ker c where c is the obvious epimor-
w x w x q  <phism from A m K G “ A ? K G . This implies that P s g g G g yK
4  4 q1 g P s 1 , so GrP ( G is not abelian-by-finite by assumption on G.
w xSince A is also a G-domain Irving's theorem I, Theorem 7.1 implies that
w x w x w xP9 l A G s P is a primitive ideal of A G , hence K G is primitive.S
Ž .Note that in case G is not abelian-by-finite we did not need condition 3 .
The following corollary also holds for absolute fields K, but only for the
trivial group G s 1. So we omit this case.
w x4.3. COROLLARY. Let s be a non-zero central element of K G where K is
a non-absolute field. The following conditions are equi¤alent:
Ž . w x1 K G is primiti¤e;
Ž . w x2 K G is primiti¤e;s
Ž . w x w x3 K G is primiti¤e for e¤ery non-zero normal element t of K G .t
Ž . Ž .Proof. 1 « 3 . This follows directly from Lemma 2.1.
Ž . Ž .3 « 2 . This is trivial.
Ž . Ž . w x w x2 « 1 . As in Remark 2.2 we write K G s K G ? A where A ss
² y1: Ž w x.K s, s which is a subring of Q ZK G .
By Theorem 4.2, A is a G-domain. Suppose that s is transcendental
w y1 x wover K. Then A s K s, s , a Laurent polynomial ring over K. By K,
x ŽTheorem 2.1 a polynomial ring over K cannot be a G-domain for if K is
Ž .non-absolute, then K is an infinite field, so for each k g K*, A s y k is a
.prime ideal of A and the intersection is clearly zero . This contradicts the
fact that A is a G-domain. Thus s is algebraic over K. In particular A is a
finite dimensional K-algebra which is a domain, and thus A is a field, i.e.,
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž w x. .A s Q A . By Theorem 4.2 2 , Q ZK G : A is finite. Combining this
Ž . Ž Ž w x. .with A : K is finite implies that Q ZK G : K is finite. By using, e.g.,
w x w xLP, Theorem 5.2 it follows that K G is primitive.
Ž w x .As mentioned in Theorem 4.2 the condition J K G s 0 is onlyS
Ž .needed if G is abelian-by-finite. In this case}and D G is torsion-free
Ž . w xabelian as is assumed throughout the paper }K G is a prime P.I.-ring.
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By Kaplansky's theorem primitivity is equivalent to simplicity and Theorem
w x4.2 comes down to saying when K G is a simple ring. This can moreS
easily be translated in terms of S.
w x4.4. Obser¤ation. Let K G be a prime P.I.-ring and S a multiplica-
w x  4tively closed subset of ZK G R 0 . The following conditions are equiva-
lent:
Ž . w x Ž .1 K G is primitive and thus simple ;S
Ž . w x2 I l S / B for every non-zero ideal I of K G ;
Ž . Ž . w x3 Sat S s ZK G .
w x w x w xIf K G is primitive, then K G s K G .S S Z K wG x
Ž . Ž . w xNote that condition 3 , namely Sat S s ZK G , is also equivalent to
w x w xK G being primitive in case S is a subring of ZK G and without theS
Ž .P.I.-restriction Corollary 3.3 .
5. A CLASS OF EXAMPLES
Ž .5.1. PROPOSITION. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group such that D G is
torsion-free abelian and K is a field.
w xLet P be a non-zero prime ideal of ZK G which is a principal ideal, say
w x w x w x w xP s ZK G p for some p g ZK G . Denote S s ZK G R P. Then K G S
Ž . Ž .satisfies the conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 4.2. In case G is not
w xabelian-by-finite, then K G is a primiti¤e ring. In case G is abelian-by-finite,S
w x w xthen K G is not a primiti¤e ring but it is a G-ring. In any case K G isS S
w xstrictly contained in K G .Z K wG x
w xProof. Clearly S is multiplicatively closed and K G is strictly con-S
w x Ž .tained in K G . Note that by the existence of P we have D G / 1Z K wG x
² :and S o K. Denote by K S the K-algebra generated by S. We claim that
² : w x w x ² :K S s ZK G . Let a g ZK G . If a g S, then trivially a g K S . If
Ž .a f S, then a g P by definition of S, write a s 1 q a y 1 and note
w x ² :that 1, a y 1 g S. Thus ZK G ; K S ; the converse inclusion is obvious.
² y1: w xTherefore A s K S, S s ZK G . Being a subgroup of G we remarkS
Ž . w xthat D G is also polycyclic-by-finite. So P1, Lemma 4.1.10 implies that
w xZK G is a finitely generated K-algebra and thus Noetherian. Taking into
w xaccount that P is a principal ideal, N, Remark 12.1 implies that A s
² y1: w xK S, S s ZK G is a discrete valuation ring and thus a G-domain.S
Ž .This proves condition 1 of Theorem 4.2.
w x Ž w x. Ž .Due to the fact that ZK G ; A it is clear that Q ZK G s Q A
Ž .which shows condition 2 of Theorem 4.2.
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w x w x w xSince K G is strictly contained in K G , the ring K G cannotS Z K wG x S
be primitive, and thus simple in the P.I.-case, by Observation 4.4. The
conclusions now follow immediately from Proposition 4.1 and Theorem
4.2.
It remains remarkable}at least to the author}that in the formulation
Ž w x .of Theorem 4.2 the condition that J K G s 0 is only needed in theS
P.I.-case while in the non-P.I.-case this follows}indirectly}from the
Ž . Ž .conditions 1 and 2 . The next result shows that if K, G, S, and P are
w xarbitrary non-zero prime ideals of ZK G and are as in the foregoing
w xproposition this condition on the Jacobson radical of K G looks moreS
natural.
Ž .5.2. PROPOSITION. Let G be a polycyclic-by-finite group such that D G is
torsion-free abelian and K is a field. Let P be a non-zero prime ideal of
w x w xZK G s Z. Denote S s ZK G R P s Z R P.
Ž . Ž . Ž w x .1 If G : D is finite, then J K G / 0.S
Ž . Ž . Ž w x .2 If G : D is infinite, then J K G s 0.S
Ž . w x Ž .Proof. 1 Clearly ZK G s Z is a local ring and J Z sS Z R P Z R P
w x w xP / 0. As mentioned in LP, Lemma 2.3 , K D is a finitely generatedZ R P
w x Ž . w xZK G -module. Since G : D is finite, this implies that K G is a finitelyS
w x w x Ž .generated ZK G -module. It is trivial to see that K G is a finiteS S
Ž . w x Ž w x .normalizing even centralizing extension of ZK G . Then J K G lS S
w x Ž w x . w xZK G s J ZK G / 0 by, e.g., MR, Corollary 10.4.15 . In particularS S
Ž w x .J K G / 0.S
Ž . Ž .2 Suppose now that G : D is infinite. Since G is polycyclic-by-finite
w xthe same holds for GrD. By P1, Lemma 10.2.5 there exist groups Gi
Ž .0 F i F n such that D s G eG e ??? eG eG and G rG is infinite0 1 n i iy1
 4cyclic for all i g 1, . . . , n and GrG is a finite group. Note that n G 1n
Ž . w xsince by assumption G : D is infinite. Using the fact that S ; K D we
have
w x w xK G ( K D ) G rG ) ??? ) G rG ) GrGŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .S S 1 0 n ny1 n
and
w x w x  4K G ( K G ) G rG for all i g 1, . . . , n .Ž .i iy1 i iy1S S
w x ŽRemark that each G is a poly-infinite cyclic group and thus K G andi i
w x . Ž w x .also K G is a domain for all i. We first show that J K G s 0. Sincei S n S
w x Ž w x . Ž .n G 1 we can write K G ( K G ) G rG which is a skewn S ny1 S n ny1
w xgroup ring over K G because G rG is infinite cyclic. This meansny1 S n ny1
w x Ž w x .w y1 xthat K G ( K G X, X , s for some automorphism s ofn S ny1 S
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w xK G . Recall that the Jacobson radical of a Z-graded ring R sny1 S
Ž .[ R is a homogeneous ideal of R and J R l R is nilpotent for alli iig Z
Ž w x.i / 0 see, e.g., P2, Theorem 22.6 . In case R is strongly graded, i.e.,
Ž .R R s R for all i, j g Z, the fact that J R is homogeneous impliesi j iqj
Ž . Ž Ž . .that J R s R J R l R . Apply this to the skew group ring0
w x w y1 x w x Ž w x .K G X, X , s ( K G . In proving that J K G s 0 it sufficesny1 S n S n S
Ž w x w y1 x. w xto show that A s J K G X, X , s l K G s 0. Let a g A.ny1 S ny1 S
Ž . mŽ .By the foregoing aX is nilpotent, so as a ??? s a s 0 for some m ) 0.
w xTherefore a s 0 because K G is a domain.ny1 S
Ž . w xFinally, since G : G s k is finite, it follows from P1, Theorem 7.2.5n
Ž Ž w x .k Ž w x . w x w xthat J K G ; J K G K G s 0. The primeness of K G im-S ny1 S S S
Ž w x .plies that J K G equals zero.S
We finally give a few concrete examples.
5.3. EXAMPLE 1. Let G be the infinite dihedral group, say G is
generated by x and y subject to yy1 xy s xy1 and y2 s 1. If K denotes a
field, then clearly
w x w y1 x w x 2 y1K G ( K X , X Y , s r Y y 1 , where s X s XŽ . Ž .
w y1 x w y1 xs K X , X [ K X , X Y , a direct sum of K-spaces.
Ž . ² : w xThen D s D G s x , so GrD is cyclic of order two and K G is a prime
w x w y1 x w xŽ y1 .P.I.-ring. We also have ZK G s K X q X . Let P s ZK G X q X
w x w xwhich clearly is a prime ideal of ZK G . Denote S s ZK G R P. By
w x Ž . Ž .Proposition 5.1, K G satisfies the conditions 1 and 2 of Theorem 4.2.S
w xSince G is abelian-by-finite K G is a G-ring but not a primitive ring.S
5.4. EXAMPLE 2. Let G be the Heisenberg group, i.e., G is the group
w xgenerated by x and y such that x, y s z is central. Then G is torsion-free
Ž . Ž . ² : Ž .nilpotent and D G s Z G s z . Note that G : D is infinite and thus
w x w x w x w y1 xK G is not a P.I.-ring P1, Theorem 5.2.14 . Obviously ZK G s K z, z ;
w xŽ . w xif a g K* let P s ZK G z y a which is clearly a prime ideal of ZK G .
w x w xDenote S s ZK G R P. Since G is not abelian-by-finite, K G is aS
primitive ring by Proposition 5.1.
Ž w x . w x w xNote that K G s K G which is a simple ring since K GS Ž zya. Z K wG x
Ž w x. w xis a Formanek ring by, e.g., LP, Proposition 5.4 . Therefore K G is alsoS
w xa G-ring by OW, Lemma 1.3 .
In general a primitive group algebra need not be a G-ring, even in the
w xcase of a polycyclic-by-finite group, see L for a concrete example.
w xExamples 5.3 and 5.4 are both such that K G is simple. Our finalZ K wG x
w x w xexample shows that there exist group algebras K G such that K G is not
w xprimitive and K G is primitive but not simple.Z K wG x
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Ž .5.5. EXAMPLE 3. Let A be a polycyclic-by-finite group such that D A
w x ws 1 and K a non-absolute field. Then K A is a primitive ring by R,
x ŽTheorem F1 . It is easy to see that A cannot be nilpotent-by-finite by, e.g.,
w x. ² :LP, Proposition 5.4 . Let B s x be an infinite cyclic group and denote
G s A = B, the direct product of A and B. Then G is also not nilpotent-
Ž . ² : w x wby-finite. Since D G s x is non-trivial K G is not primitive by R,
x w xTheorem F1 . As shown in Corollary 3.2, K G is a primitive ring.Z K wG x
w x w xFinally, suppose that K G is a simple ring. Then K G is a For-Z K wG x
w x w xw y1 x w xmanek ring. Since K G ( K A X, X , K A is also a Formanek ring
Ž .which is impossible because D A s 1.
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